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ABSTRACT

Background and Context. Metacognitive skills are important for all students learning to program and interest in applying pedagogical approaches in early programming courses that focus on metacognitive aspects is growing. However, most studies of such approaches are not rigorously based in theory, and when they are, almost always utilize foundational education and psychology theories from as far back as the 1970s. More recent theory is less tested, and not all relevant metacognitive theories have been explored in the computing education research literature.

Objectives. We present the first use in a programming education context of a newer metacognitive theory that explicitly examines the differences between self-regulation, co-regulation, and socially shared regulation. Our research questions are: 1) How do students express their learning strategies, both when working alone and when working in groups, and how do these align with existing models of self-regulation and co-regulation? and 2) To what extent do written expressions of self-regulation, co-regulation, and socially shared regulation relate to student performance?

Methods. Grounded in the above mentioned theory, we collected qualitative self-reflection and quantitative course performance data from nearly 1,000 students in an introductory programming course. We use these data to explore students’ self-regulation habits when studying alone and their co-regulation habits when studying in groups.

Findings. Our findings indicate that higher self-regulation correlates with higher performance, but higher co-regulation had the opposite effect. We explore these differences through a qualitative analysis of the self-reflection statements and identify co-regulation strategies to build upon existing models of self-regulation.

Implications. We identify emergent themes in our data that align with those in recent literature in self-regulated learning in computing education and present the first set of co-regulation themes in computing education. This work is at the frontier of self- and co-regulation in introductory programming and identifies several factors that can be used to advance future work and, most importantly, improve student outcomes.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Interest in metacognition from computing education researchers has increased over the past few years [43]. Metacognition – thinking about thinking – is a higher-order cognitive skill that has been explicitly linked to the ability to think computationally [57]. However, for tasks that demand high cognitive load to process domain knowledge, like learning to code, simultaneously processing metacognitive knowledge and strategies can be unattainable, especially
We seek to answer the following research questions:
without explicit guidance [37]. As a result, some have advocated
putting courses, and study behavior in groups in these same courses.
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Programming.

In this paper, we present an empirical study on student study
habits and explicitly link these habits to a modern theory of social
metacognition. We collected data from a large introductory pro-
gramming course (n ∼ 1000) by asking students at two different
points in the course to reflect on their own study habits and how
they study in groups. As the first application of the SSRL model in
programming education, our work focused on an exploratory the-

2.1 Metacognition and Self-Regulation

There are two primary foundational theories of metacognition from
the field of psychology. The first comes from Flavell in 1979 [19],
which he described as cognition that regulates any aspect of cog-
nitive control. Although Flavell’s theory is not specifically about
(or in the context of) education, researchers have extensively ap-
plied his theory to the domain of education [6]. A second theory
comes from Bandura in 1986 and focuses more on the cognitive pro-
cess itself, which he termed self-regulation [2]. Bandura proposed
that when engaged in a task, a person also cyclically engages in
self-observation and evaluation of progress towards goals, adjust-
ing behavior based on this evaluation. This cycle of metacognitive
thought and action proved to be foundational as several subsequent
theories built upon it [7, 15, 40, 60].

The theories described above appear commonly in computing
education research in addition to two others that are based on them.
The first is Zimmerman’s theory of self-regulated learning, which
builds on Bandura’s theory by adding metacognitive knowledge
that appears as a forethought phase. The second is Pintrich’s the-
ory that splits phases of regulation from areas of regulation in
each phase [41]. Pintrich also adds additional self-regulated learning
phases to allow a more fine-grained approach to modeling
the interactions between observable phenomena, such as between
monitoring and control. [40].

In the past decade, the theories of Flavell, Bandura, Zimmerman,
and Pintrich, which are also popular outside of computing educa-
tion, have been appearing with greater frequency in computing
education research literature [43]. However, newer and more spe-
cific theories have been put forward that may be more appropriate
to use compared to their earlier and more general predecessors [33].
For instance, a self-regulated learning theory proposed in 1998 by
Winne and Hadwin [55] appears to be particularly well-suited for
the task of programming. This saw its first use in computing edu-
cation research literature in 2022 [11]. The SSRL theory by Hadwin
et al. [24] mentioned above, which incorporates regulation of cog-
nition in others and between others, represents the cutting edge
of this family of theories and was most recently updated in 2018
[33]. The SSRL model specifically adds co-regulation and shared-
regulation to Winne and Hadwin’s model. In social settings such
as study groups, people are helping to support the regulation of
others’ cognition. At the same time, study groups are working to-
gether to plan what they will study, select strategies to complete
their goals, and evaluate the success or failure of those goals. This
is the first model to explicitly apply the process of self-regulation
to interaction with others and groups. In this paper, we provide
the first applications of Hadwin’s SSRL model to naturally occurring

2 RELATED WORK

In this section, we examine the related literature around metacog-
nition and self-regulation, its incorporation into introductory com-
puting courses, and study behavior in groups in these same courses.

This work has three important contributions. First, we validate
previous work on self-regulation in programming by situating our
findings in multiple existing frameworks from the literature. Sec-
ond, we provide the first exploration of naturally occurring study
group behavior through the lens of Hadwin et al.’s SSRL model.
Third, we provide themes for co-regulation in programming similar
to those already provided in the literature for self-regulation in
programming.

work before 2010 is quite scarce, though there are some notable ex-
emplars [4, 39]. In 2011, VanDeGrift et al. argued that programming
teachers should not only teach programming but also metacognitive skills that will help students assimilate new knowledge going forward [52]. Since then, a wealth of studies have tackled the subject [17, 27, 28, 31, 32, 38, 44, 45, 53]. In particular, there are two studies highly relevant to our research questions that we detail below.

Falkner et al. used Zimmerman’s theory to identify self-regulated learning strategies specific to the domain of learning computing [17]. They asked 85 students to reflect on their software development process and coded all responses, grouping them by common themes. By far the most common group of themes was around the development process itself, followed by decomposing the problem, time management, assessing difficulty, and building knowledge. Some of the specific strategies in those themes are very relevant to our research questions involving how students regulate themselves and their peers in study groups. These include “use diagrams to describe or explain design”, “use design to understand problem or code”, “create plan from design”, “prioritisation”, “design as aid to time management”, and “practice writing code”. We look for Falkner’s themes appearing in our dataset in the discussion below.

Loksa et al. framed the process of solving a programming problem as an iterative series of problem-solving stages that, when explicitly taught to students, can increase their metacognitive awareness [32]. These problem-solving stages are: 1) reinterpret the problem prompt, 2) search for analogous problems, 3) search for solutions, 4) evaluate a potential solution, 5) implement a solution, and 6) evaluate the implemented solution. Students in an experimental group were given a handout with these problem-solving stages and when asking for help were prompted to verbalize in which stage they thought they were stuck. Loksa et al. found that by explicitly scaffolding the novice coder experience, students in the experimental group were more able than students in a control group to self-regulate their own problem-solving process. Their problem-solving framework has been utilized in computing education contexts to further explore metacognitive issues novice programmers face when learning to code [13, 44, 45]. We therefore expect to find these problem-solving stages in student reflection responses pertaining to both their own self-regulation as well as that of their group.

### 2.3 Collaboration and Group Work

Group work and collaborative learning in introductory programming (often but not always tied to CS1) has been an important topic in computing education research since the 1990s [3, 12, 16, 18, 21, 23, 29, 35, 48, 54]. However, even very recent work on the topic usually does not discuss it in terms of its impact on metacognition and self-regulated learning [56]. In a comprehensive literature review of self-regulation interventions in programming education, Silva et al. found no studies that have looked at social interactions in novice programming education through the lens of socially shared regulation of learning [48]. However, Silva is currently working on a dissertation that utilizes Hadwin’s SSRL model to better understand how social interactions in programming education tasks impact self- and shared-regulation [47, 49].

A small number of researchers have looked more closely at the relationship between metacognition and computer-supported collaboration in programming. Bachu and Bernard discussed the impact of collaboration on novice programmer metacognition and how it benefits the problem-solving stages of programming [1]. They used games and social networking to provide the computer-supported collaborative learning aspect [5]. Their intervention was correlated with increased performance on programming tasks and saw an increase in metacognitive behaviors associated with programming problem-solving. Unlike Bachu and Bernard, the present study attempts to determine if naturally occurring group study behaviors impact self and shared regulation.

Beyond the field of computing, researchers are exploring how the theory of Hadwin et al. might apply to their discipline-specific educational settings [20]. For instance, Hurme et al. discuss what makes computer-supported collaborative problem-solving in mathematics a socially shared phenomenon [26]. Zheng et al. recently conducted an experiment with physics students to determine if group metacognitive scaffolding exercises impacted metacognitive behavior and group performance [58]. They divided students into groups of three, assigning half the scaffolding exercises, before completing a collaborative online learning assignment. Their results indicate that group metacognitive scaffolding can significantly increase metacognitive behavior and performance when collaborating online. The present study connects this work in collaboration and group work, through the lens of Hadwin’s SSRL theory [24], to introductory programming classes, especially those with online components.

### 3 RESEARCH METHODS

We employ a mix of quantitative and qualitative research methods in this study. Our data are from a first-year undergraduate engineering course. The details about the students, their course and its context are presented in section 3.2.

#### 3.1 Summary of Methods

In addition to collecting student marks from the course as a proxy for performance, we used a repeated-measures design, asking all participants to complete the same questionnaire at the midpoint and end of the course. The study did not employ an intervention for self-regulation or socially shared regulation. These data collection points were intended to evaluate whether strategies changed throughout the semester. The questionnaire had eight questions (six quantitative and two qualitative). Half of the questions were about self-regulation (three quantitative, one qualitative), and the other half were about socially shared regulation.

The quantitative questions were taken from the Metacognitive Self-Regulation and Peer Learning subscales of the Motivated Strategies for Learning Questionnaire (MSLQ) [42], one of the most used self-regulation instruments in education [43]. The original MSLQ uses a Likert-type scale (7-point with the anchors ‘not at all true of me’ to ‘very true of me’). Questions about co-regulation also included an additional ‘Not applicable, I do not study in groups’ option. The full subscales (12 questions each) were too long for this context, so we selected the most relevant three items from each (e.g., we did not include questions about reading strategies). The three quantitative questions for each type of regulation (S1–S3 in
Figure 1 and C1–C3 in Figure 2) were also intended to prime students to expand upon their regulation strategies in the open-ended qualitative questions (S4 and C4 in Figures 1 and 2), which form the bulk of our analysis.

Like any subject, learning programming presents unique challenges. Everyone learns and studies in their own way and now, as you begin learning a new programming language, it may be beneficial to reflect on what strategies work best for you. The next few exercises will step you through this reflection.

“Self-regulation” of learning describes the processes that help you understand what is working or not about your behavior and strategies for learning. Please answer the following questions about your self-regulation of learning. Being as honest as possible is important for you to benefit the most from this reflection task.

S1 During class, watching recordings, or self-studying, I often miss important points because I’m thinking of other things.
S2 I ask myself questions to make sure I understand the material I have been studying in this course.
S3 When I study for this class, I set goals for myself in order to direct my activities in each study period.
S4 With these questions in mind, write a short reflective piece (anywhere from several sentences to several paragraphs) in your own words, that describes how you study for this course, regulate your own learning, and what you find works best for you. What study techniques do you find are most effective and work best for you when learning programming in this course?

Figure 1: Reflective prompt and response options targeting self-regulation

3.2 Course Context & Data Collection

Our data were collected from a cohort of first-year engineering students at [anonymized], a large public research university in [anonymized]. All students in the engineering program at this institution take a compulsory programming course which covers two programming languages, MATLAB and C, taught in consecutive 6-week modules. There is a two-week break between the two halves of the course. The study was conducted during the 2021 edition of this semester-long course, with a total of 1,081 students enrolled. The course comprised of five weekly contact hours including three hours of lectures and two hours of laboratory tasks.

Students were invited to complete all of the reflective questions shown in Figures 1 and 2 on two occasions. The first was in Lab 7 (the first lab of the second module) and the second was in Lab 12 (the final lab of the second module). This design was to elicit reflections that looked back over both modules of the course. All C module lab (programming) exercises were completed using CodeRunner [30], which was also the platform used to collect data for this study.

3.2.1 Validity of Data during the COVID-19 Pandemic. Lectures and labs are usually conducted in-person on campus. In 2021, however, due to restrictions related to the COVID-19 pandemic, the course was moved to online delivery mode at the end of Week 5. This meant a total of 15 lectures and 5 labs, i.e., Labs 1–5 (inclusive), were conducted on campus, and the remaining 21 lectures and 7 labs, i.e., Labs 6–12, were conducted online. Thus, the whole of the C language module of the course was delivered online. In this online mode, the delivery of the course material was altered with pre-recordings of lecture content shared at the start of each week. Students could optionally attend live help sessions via Zoom to receive support from teaching assistants, similar to the support usually offered on campus. Additionally, the Q&A platform Piazza was available, and used extensively by students during the course.

To evaluate how these instructional media changes affected the validity of our data, we compared student performance in 2021 to that in 2019, before the pandemic, and in 2020, when the first shift to online instruction occurred due to the pandemic. Based on these comparisons, we found 2019 and 2021 to be much more similar than either was to 2020. Pillai’s trace, the most commonly used inferential statistic for multivariate ANOVA models, ranges from 0 to 1, with larger numbers interpreted as stronger evidence of a difference between groups. Comparing 2019 to 2021 gives a Pillai’s trace of 0.04, while comparing 2020 to 2019 gives 0.14 and comparing 2020 to 2021 gives 0.09. Given a sample size of over 1,000 for each year, all differences were statistically significant, but comparisons to 2020 are two- to three-times larger. Further, when comparing performance between the MATLAB and C portions of the course, there is little variance within students in 2019 and 2021, $F = 0.06, p = 0.81$. However, differences within students were substantial when comparing 2020 to 2019, $F = 15.54, p < 0.01$, and 2020 to 2021, $F = 17.30, p = <0.01$.

Looking at data distributions, the first pandemic-based shift in 2020 to online mode had various effects on students. Examining performance before and after the date of the shift, some performed

In the course, any source code that you submit for marking should be written by yourself, however discussing ideas at a “high-level” or talking through problems with others can be helpful. You are encouraged to discuss course material or general problems with others, if you find that useful. Like “self-regulation” of learning when you study by yourself, when you study with others or in a group the term “co-regulation” of learning describes the social strategies and processes that you use when learning together. Please answer the following questions about your preference for working with others and ‘co-regulating’ your learning with other students.

C1 I study for this course with a friend or a group of peers, rather than study by myself.
C2 When my study partners and I become confused about something we are studying for in this course, we go back and try to figure it out together.
C3 When my study partners and I study for this course, we set group goals for ourselves in order to direct our activities in each study period.
C4 With these questions in mind, write a short reflective piece (anywhere from several sentences to several paragraphs) in your own words, that describes how you study for this course in groups or with others, co-regulate the group’s learning, and what you find works best for your group. What study techniques do you find are most effective and work best when learning programming together? If you don’t ever study in a group you can leave this question blank.

Figure 2: Reflective prompt and response options targeting co-regulation
worse, some the same, and some better. This type of unpredictability did not appear in 2021 data, but one large difference between 2019 and 2021 can account for most of the differences found. In 2021, students had an extra week to work on the MATLAB project due to the timing of the shift to online. Likely as a result, marks on the MATLAB project were 15% higher in 2021 than in 2019. Otherwise, performance in 2019 and 2021 is indistinguishable on an aggregate scale. As a result, we argue that the data analyzed in the current study are not significantly affected by pandemic-related effects.

3.3 Performance Data
Assessed components of the course included assignments from the MATLAB and C modules, which each had weekly labs, one programming project, and one test. In addition, there was a final exam at the end of the course. The first metacognition survey was given during the first week of the C module and, thus, primarily describes students’ strategies during the MATLAB module. In this course, most of the MATLAB module was face-to-face. The second metacognition survey was given near the end of the course and, thus, primarily describes students’ strategies during the C module, which was online. Accordingly, we correlated data from the first survey with MATLAB performance plus the final exam, and we correlated data from the second survey with C performance plus the final exam. Weekly lab performance was ultimately excluded from analysis because these data had a high mean, high kurtosis, and high skewness, suggesting that there was a ceiling effect that would provide little distinction between students.

3.4 Thematic Analysis of Open Response Questions
A subset of the student responses to questions S4 and C4 (see Figures 1 and 2) at the two time points, Week 7 and Week 12, were analyzed using a thematic analysis approach [9]. Responses from the same randomly selected students were used for all four instances of the open questions. Three of the authors performed an open coding of the student responses. First, the Week 7 responses to S4 were coded, with new codes being added as they were encountered until the three coders agreed that they had reached saturation. We applied a similar interpretation to that of Given [22], with saturation being the point at which ‘additional data do not lead to any new emergent themes’. The resulting set of codes was used as a starting point when coding the later Week 12 responses to S4 in order to enable the comparison of codes at these two time points. The same process was repeated for the Week 7 and Week 12 responses to C4.

The emergent codes were then merged by a process of discussion and consensus to develop a set of themes related to self-regulation (S4) and co-regulation (C4). These themes were then mapped to those reported in the literature.

3.5 Extracting Metacognitive Language Use from Open Response Questions
We also analyzed the open response questions via a natural language processing method designed to extract expressions of metacognition in student-written text [25]. This method recognizes statements made in first person singular or plural, which thus describe one’s own cognition (i.e., a metacognitive statement) either alone (e.g., “I...”, “my...”) or in a group (e.g., “we...”, “our...”). Such statements are primarily denoted by a word indicating metacognition (e.g., “understand”, “considered”), though the method also considers some statements that do not follow the most common pronoun...metacognitive indicator form, such as “it made me realize”. The method has been validated with secondary and postsecondary school students [8, 25], including in computer programming contexts [11]. Thus, we expect it is appropriate for the data in this study. We utilized this method as a way of validating the frequency of themes identified by our qualitative analysis.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Quantitative Analysis of Performance and Surveys
To explore the relationship between performance and students’ responses on Likert-type questions for self- and co-regulation, we utilized correlation as an inferential statistic. We did not attempt to affect self- and co-regulation via an intervention, so correlation is the most appropriate statistical analysis to explore their relationship to performance. We use Pearson’s correlation coefficient because both the survey and performance values are continuous, rather than discrete, variables. Out of 1,081 students, 963 provided complete responses. Examining the distribution of data, we found no evidence of bias in which students had complete data, either in terms of performance in the course or responses to Likert-type questions. That is, students who failed the course or reported low self-regulation were no more likely to have incomplete data than those that achieved the highest performance or reported high self-regulation.

There was a consistent, small, positive relationship between self-regulation (the sum of responses to S1–S3, with S1 reverse-scored) and performance (see Table 1), as we would expect based on the literature [4]. In other words, students who reported engaging more in self-regulation had higher marks. For co-regulation (the sum of responses to C1–C3) we found no consistent relationship with performance (see Table 1) or self-regulation ($r = 0.07$, $p = 0.08$). The only significant correlations between co-regulation and performance was with the C project and the final exam, which had negative correlations. These results suggest that students who said they engaged in more co-regulation tended to do worse on the C project and final exam. These relationships are explored more in the qualitative analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Module</th>
<th>Likert</th>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Final Exam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MATLAB</td>
<td>Self-reg (S1–S3)</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAB</td>
<td>Co-reg (C1–C3)</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Self-reg (S1–S3)</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>&lt;0.05</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-reg (C1–C3)</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The most likely explanation for the negative relationship between co-regulation and performance in the latter half of the class is the difficulty of working in groups during the online portion of the course. Although we did not observe a large drop-off in group work before and after the shift to online learning, 242 students on the first survey and 283 students on the second survey reported that they ‘don’t study in groups’, which was an option in addition to the Likert-type scale for C1–C3. The reasons that students describe for working in groups from the qualitative analysis is informative. We found that students who performed well did not rely on peer help while students who struggled would continue to reach out to their peers for help during the online portion of the course. Thus, co-regulation behaviors during the online portion of the course became somewhat of a proxy for students having difficulty with the coursework.

### 4.2 Qualitative Thematic Analysis

We coded responses from 92 students (approximately 9% of those enrolled). Across prompts S4 and C4 at both time points, responses from these students totaled 18,576 words. Table 2 provides a descriptive summary of the word length of responses to each prompt and the total number of distinct codes that emerged during thematic analysis and were used for coding the responses to each prompt.

#### Table 2: Word length (mean and SD) for responses to S4 and C4 at Week 7 and Week 12.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Prompt</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Codes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Week 7</td>
<td>Self-regulation (S4)</td>
<td>72.4</td>
<td>70.1</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-regulation (C4)</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>50.0</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Week 12</td>
<td>Self-regulation (S4)</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Co-regulation (C4)</td>
<td>36.3</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, students provided longer responses to the Week 7 prompts than to the Week 12 prompts, and also tended to provide longer responses for the self-regulation prompt compared with the co-regulation prompt. Both of these observations match our expectations. Students tend to be busier with coursework around the final week of the course, and thus have less time for activities they perceive as not providing direct benefit in terms of learning programming. In addition, it is natural to expect that all students have developed strategies for learning on their own, but not all students prefer to work in groups.

The number of codes that were used to characterize the co-regulation responses was consistent between Weeks 7 and 12. In contrast, a greater variety of codes were used to describe the responses to the self-regulation prompt in Week 12 compared to Week 7 (see totals in Table 3). A total of 58 distinct codes were used for the Week 12 responses, despite these responses in general being shorter, compared to 46 codes used for the Week 7 responses. Potential explanations for this change are a modification of learning strategies, or reflection on the value of different strategies, caused by a shift to online teaching as a result of the pandemic. This shift occurred in the penultimate week of the first course module, meaning that when students responded to the first reflective prompt in Week 7, most of their learning had been in-person and on campus. When students responded to the second reflective prompt in Week 12, their learning experience had been entirely online since their initial reflection. Some codes explicitly related to the shift online (i.e. lockdown), such as: ‘lockdown affected my schedule/progress’ and ‘watch videos online due to lockdown’ and these were classified under the ‘online learning - lockdown’ theme which emerged only in the Week 12 reflection. We observed some comments, also under the same theme, that indicated students’ strategies were greatly impacted by the lockdown. The following student quote epitomizes this sentiment:

I found having a proper schedule really effective. I had a very good schedule - watched all lectures, handed in labs early before lockdown occurred. Once lockdown occurred my schedule sort of collapsed and hasn’t been able to get back on track.

Other codes were less explicit about the lockdown, but referred to resources that were only available during the second course module which included ‘drop-in online help sessions’ that were provided as a result of the shift online.

A total of 76 distinct codes were used across the responses to the self-regulation prompt in both Week 7 and Week 12, and a total of 50 codes were used across responses to the co-regulation prompt. These codes were refined to a set of broader themes that captured the various strategies students reported using when learning in the course. Table 3 lists the most commonly occurring themes. Some responses were quite long, and assigned more than one code that ended up mapping to the same theme. An example of this is for the theme ‘coding practice’, where the initial set of emergent top-level codes included ‘working on lab exercises’, ‘working on practice problems’ and ‘playing/experimenting with code’. Some students gave responses that were tagged with more than one of these codes. In Table 3, we report the themes for both the self-regulation and co-regulation prompts, and the number of students who provided a response that was coded with respect to each theme. The table is sorted by the frequency of each theme for the Lab 7 responses.

Since we randomly sampled 92 students out of 962, we utilized the NLP tool described in Section 3.5 to determine if this sample of students was providing responses that were consistent, at least with respect to expressions of metacognition, with those provided by the entire cohort. To test this, we conducted a series of two-sample t-tests assuming unequal variance between the participants we randomly sampled for our qualitative analysis and those not sampled. The dependent variable in this case was the number of recognized statements that describe one’s own cognition. Table 4 provides the results of these tests. In each case, since p > 0.05, we fail to reject the null hypothesis that the difference in group means is zero. We interpret this finding as support that the 92 participants randomly sampled are a representative subset and our qualitative findings can be generalized across the student cohort.

#### 4.2.1 Self-regulation Themes.

Responses to the prompt about self-regulation were dominated by statements that described the benefits of practicing writing code and the concrete resources that students found helpful. The course includes weekly lab sessions, and these were frequently mentioned as being valuable for providing opportunities to practice writing code (theme ‘coding practice’):
Table 3: Most commonly occurring themes in the responses to the self-regulation and co-regulation prompts for Labs 7 and 12. Frequency counts are the number of students who gave a response that was coded with the corresponding theme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-regulation theme</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Co-regulation theme</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coding practice</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Help seeking - social</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources helpful</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Group learning</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-explanation</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Learn through teaching</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal-setting and planning</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Resources helpful</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help seeking - information</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>socially shared regulation</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time management</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Group averse</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help seeking - social</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Group planning</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental restructuring</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Help seeking - time management</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-evaluation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Help seeking - information</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources unhelpful</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Self-explanation</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule of thumb</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Online learning - lockdown</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online learning - lockdown</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Coding practice</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Environment</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Results of statistical tests comparing metacognitive count from the NLP tool between participants randomly sampled (n=92) and those not sampled (n=870).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>p</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>df</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lab 7 S4</td>
<td>0.077</td>
<td>1.79</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 7 C4</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 12 S4</td>
<td>0.817</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lab 12 C4</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- “My main method for studying for this course is to just practice a lot for the coding.”
- “I think the way I will study best is by practicing writing code as much as possible, so basically doing as many practice questions as I can.”
- “The way I study for this course is by practising, doing labs. Practising programming works the best for me, as I’m thinking of the problem, how to solve it, then implementing it.”

Interaction with standard course resources, such as watching lectures (with more explicit mention of recorded or online lectures in the Week 12 responses), reading the coursebook, and studying past tests and exams all appeared frequently in student responses. In the majority of cases, these were viewed favourably by students, with 150 codes relating to the course resources being helpful for learning (theme ‘resources helpful’):

- “I will mainly rely on reading and understanding the course book to learn how to complete lab tasks/assignments.”
- “I find the best way of learning is to listen to the lectures without taking notes. That way I can fully listen to the new content being taught and make sure I have a solid grasp of the concepts.”

- “In regards to exam study, I find it beneficial to look through the past tests in my scheduled time.”

In a small number of cases, students noted that some resources were not helpful to them. These included statements that lectures were confusing, or that watching recorded lectures is time consuming. This was one of the least common themes emerging from the data. However, given that prompt S4 explicitly asked students to comment on the strategies that they find work best for them, this is perhaps unsurprising (theme ‘resources unhelpful’):

- “I found many of the lectures too confusing to follow so most of my learning was conducted myself when going through the labs.”

Various strategies were reported for setting goals, planning and managing time. These included a range of strategies from quite systematic approaches for spreading work over time to more general comments around setting daily goals (themes ‘goal-setting and planning’ and ‘time management’):

- “Something that works for me is to know what I’m going to do when I wake up tomorrow, in my head I will think about what I need to do and what I want to get done before a certain time e.g if I have 4 lectures to watch that day, ill try watch the first one before 10, the second before 12 etc.”
- “I regulate my learning by making a list of goals to complete each day.”
- “I regulate my learning by planning the amount of work/tasks I want to complete within the specified time. I record how much time it takes me and reflect to prepare and adjust for the next task.”

Almost all strategies relating to goal-setting and planning or time management appeared to be productive ones. However, one student acknowledged that being particularly stubborn is not a healthy strategy as it can negatively impact their time management (theme ‘time management’):
4.2.2 Co-regulation Themes. In response to the co-regulation prompts, 57 students gave responses that either explicitly or implicitly stated that they tended to work alone (we report the frequency of such responses here, however we did not classify these under a co-regulation strategy). Some of these responses also expanded on strategies for when they did work with others, in which case they were coded. This tendency to work alone may have been impacted by the difficulties that the shift to online learning presented in terms of not being co-located with other students on campus. Indeed, only eight such statements were observed in the Week 7 responses, with the remaining 49 being from the Week 12 responses.

The most common theme emerging from the co-regulation prompts was around social help seeking, and this appeared much more frequently than in response to the self-regulation prompts (theme ‘help seeking - social’):

- “When we try hard but still can not figure out how to solve the problem, we tend to ask each other. There are always someone knows how to solve it.”
- “When I am stuck, and don’t know what to do even after reviewing what we’ve learnt, I would ask my friends, who are all quite capable. Instead of just giving me their work (which is completely and utterly unacceptable plagiarism), they guide me through the question, and tell me what I did wrong.”

Group learning emerged as another popular theme. Individual codes corresponding to this theme were assigned to statements relating to groups discussing approaches and concepts together, and sharing learning strategies with each other (theme ‘group learning’):

- “I find it effective to work in a group when studying as we can bounce ideas off each other and help each other understand concepts.”
- “I like to interact with a group of people where we can all share how we solved the prep task or how we understood something so we understand better.”

Several new themes that related to working with others emerged from the co-regulation responses. For example, we observed a small number of responses that described the groups taking metacognitive control of certain tasks, monitoring progress and regulating the behavior of group members (theme ‘socially shared regulation’):

- “The group members will supervise each member’s learning progress to ensure that everyone is not left behind and that no individual will slow down the group’s learning progress.”
- “The majority of the ‘group’ study is more us keeping each other on track, reminding each other to study sometimes being on call, not helping each other or discussing what we are studying but just then we can keep each other accountable and make sure we both study productively.”

Another new theme that emerged in the co-regulation responses was that of learning through teaching (theme ‘learning through teaching’):

- “I find that one of the best ways to cement the things I have learned is to teach it to others.”
- “This meant I was able to help my other friends helping to reinforce my knowledge while letting me notice any cracks I have in my knowledge. In this way its a win - win solution.”

For those students who tended to work alone, when reasons were given they were commonly to avoid distractions or to have the ability to work at their own pace (theme ‘group averse’):

- “I’ve never had the luxury to study in groups or a group. I always end up doing things on my own at my own pace where I am most comfortable.”
- “I’m a person that can get distracted with others, so I prefer to study individually by myself.”

As expected, there were many blank fields in the co-regulation open response. However, some students provided interesting input, such as one who simply wrote “I don’t really study in groups. Don’t have friends lol” for Lab 7. In Lab 12, the same student wrote “Still don’t have friends.” Another student wrote that they prefer to ask the internet for help and added: “I feel embarrassed asking my friends why my code is not working.”

5 DISCUSSION

In this section, we first present the overlap of our findings on self-regulation with those in the literature mentioned in Section 2.2. Our first contribution is to validate the findings of previous work by showing similar emergent themes with regard to self-regulation in programming. We then discuss our novel findings on co-regulation in programming and demonstrate that our findings correspond to the SSRL model by Hadwin et al. [24].

5.1 Self-regulation Themes

The emergent themes based on our qualitative analysis of the open questions exploring student self-regulation were found to have some alignment with those reported in the literature as shown in Table 5. Four of our six most-frequent self-regulation themes overlap with the CS-specific themes found by Falkner et al. [17]. Five of the six programming self-regulation behaviors recorded by Loksa et al. [34] aligned with our themes. In addition, many of the more general self-regulation behaviors originally detailed by Zimmerman also appeared in our dataset. We believe this validates our findings and explore them in more depth below.

Our most frequent self-regulated learning code was ‘coding practice’ (Lab 7, 58%; Lab 12, 70%). Only Falkner et al. [17] in their CS-specific self-regulated learning strategies list noted the same theme but with a much lower frequency (2%). It is clear that many of our students are convinced that the best way to learn how to code is simply to practice coding, taking a bottom-up approach, rather than a top-down approach. As the course moved to fully online learning, 12% more students noted coding practice as an important learning strategy. The discrepancy between the frequency of this theme in our study compared to Falkner et al. could be explained by the fact that we collected data from an introductory programming
Table 5: Self-regulation themes identified in our study (left hand column) and comparisons with Loksa [32], Zimmerman [61], General & CS-Specific Self-regulation strategies [17]. “>” indicates hierarchy as presented in their works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Self-Reg Themes</th>
<th>Loksa</th>
<th>Zimmerman</th>
<th>General SRL strategy</th>
<th>CS-specific SRL strat.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coding practice</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Build knowledge &gt; Practice writing code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources helpful</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Build knowledge &gt; Access resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-explanation</td>
<td>Self-explanation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal-setting and planning</td>
<td>Planning</td>
<td>Goal-setting and planning</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Development process &gt; Develop design before coding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help seeking - information</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Seeking information</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time management</td>
<td>Process monitoring</td>
<td>Organising and transforming</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Time management &gt; Prioritisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help seeking - social</td>
<td>Comprehension monitoring</td>
<td>Seeking social assistance</td>
<td>Build knowledge &gt; Talk to friends or lecturers</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental restructuring</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Personal management &gt; Reduce distractions</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-evaluation</td>
<td>Reflection on cognition</td>
<td>Self-Evaluation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Environmental restructuring</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resources unhelpful</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule of thumb</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online learning - lockdown</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visualization</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Development process &gt; Use diagrams to describe or explain design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

course while they collected data from a higher level software design course with advanced students. Such a high frequency of this code is quite understandable in an early programming course.

In our sample, ‘resources helpful’ is in 45% of responses in Lab 7 and 56% of responses in Lab 12. This most closely maps to Falkner’s CS-specific strategy of building knowledge by accessing resources and Zimmerman’s ‘Seeking information’ category since the students rate the resources as helpful, given the goal of finding information to accomplish homework or exam tasks. One possible explanation for the increase in this self-regulation behavior from Lab 7 to Lab 12 is as an adaptation to online learning. By the time students worked on Lab 12, they had spent many weeks in lockdown and had to rely more heavily on materials posted by the professor.

Another common theme was ‘goal-setting and planning’, which was one of only two of our themes that aligned with Loksa’s CS-specific strategy of building knowledge by accessing resources and Zimmerman’s ‘Seeking information’ category since the students rate the resources as helpful, given the goal of finding information to accomplish homework or exam tasks. One possible explanation for this difference could be that upper division students have a better grasp on planning and goal setting due to having more experience programming in larger projects. Another explanation is that working on larger projects, as they did in Falkner’s study, forced students to consider goal setting and planning to a greater extent.

Loksa’s ‘comprehension monitoring’ is defined as “statements identifying known or unknown concepts and solutions”. Our ‘help seeking - social’ theme was closely linked to whether a student understood a concept with most respondents noting that they only asked for help when they didn’t comprehend a concept. The same strategy was noted by Falkner et al. [17] in their ‘General SRL strategies’ and by Zimmerman [59]. As in our analysis, this help-seeking theme was one of the less frequent strategies observed. In this study, students mentioned that working in a group reviewing concepts and seeing others code also helped them to identify gaps in their knowledge. This suggests that students surveyed at some level were monitoring their comprehension through both self-regulation and socially shared regulation.

Finally, there were many codes that did not bubble up to higher level themes simply due to a very low frequency. For instance, Falkner et al. [17] highlighted ‘design’ as a rarely adopted self-regulation strategy. Our results concur with their findings with
zero students mentioning using this approach to supporting their individual programming practice in Lab 7 and only two mentioning it in Lab 12.

5.2 Co-regulation Themes

Unlike self-regulation, there is very little literature in computing education with which to compare our analysis of co-regulation themes (see Table 3). Instead, we will briefly discuss some of the most common trends in these themes.

In the co-regulation responses, themes such as ‘resources helpful’ and ‘help seeking - information’ were related to learning strategies within student study groups or between students. It is interesting to note the shift from reliance on coding practice and resources to more social strategies like help seeking and group learning. It was only in the self-regulation responses that we saw students commenting on resources not being helpful (less than 5% across Labs 7 and 12). Notably, the same reliance on learning resources (‘resources helpful’ around 50%) seen in self-regulated learning is not observed when students reflect on their strategies for learning within a group (around 10%). The same trend in frequency can be observed for ‘help seeking - information’ suggesting that students place less importance on resources when they work in groups.

The benefits of ‘group learning’, our second most frequent co-regulation theme, were noted by 30% of the students. These benefits included knowledge acquisition through comparing programming concepts and discussing code, which might utilize different algorithmic approaches from their own. The value of programming students being exposed to variations of code as a pedagogical tool is well established [36, 51]. Other respondents mention group study helps to identify and fill gaps in knowledge. Some responses also noted co-regulation strategies such as setting each other tasks, the group keeping them motivated, and making progress because of a sense of obligation to contribute to the group.

The theme of mastery and ‘learning through teaching’ was the third most frequent theme that emerged from our co-regulation data. The benefit of learning through teaching has been discussed in a significant body research [50]. Students who spend time teaching exhibit a better understanding and knowledge retention of the subject matter than students who do not teach others [10]. Notably, this theme did not appear in the self-regulation responses. The closest self-regulation theme is that of ‘self-explanation’ where students reinterpreted the course materials, for example, by making their own notes or adding comments to example code.

The students in our study appear to place more importance on goal setting, planning and time management when reflecting on their self-regulation (average 10%) than when working in groups (average 5%). However, it is interesting that most co-regulation responses that mentioned this theme noted the positive influence that working in a group has on their planning and time management.

An average of 5% of respondents to the co-regulation prompt were explicitly group averse, highlighting the perceived downsides to working in a group such as difficulty focusing, working at a pace that suits the group not the individual, and pressure to perform. Finally, despite the fact that the quantitative analysis showed that students who engaged more in co-regulation performed more poorly on the C-project and final exam, over half of the student reflective responses analyzed spoke to a perceived benefit in group learning and social help seeking.

5.3 Connecting with Hadwin’s SSRL model

Hadwin et al. [24] describe group work as unfolding over four loosely connected phases that can be visited and revisited in the same session. Each session of group work builds on the last, cycling through the SSRL phases in new ways. Each phase, therefore, evolves over the course of the group’s study interactions.

In Phase 1, groups work together to understand the task. Before work on the programming assignment can begin, members of the group each identify and interpret the task and then compare that understanding to that of their peers. Co-regulation themes we identified that fit this phase include ‘help seeking - social’ and ‘help seeking - information’. The following quotes from students illustrate this behavior:

- “I work with my friends when I become stuck or if they become stuck and we help each other to understand the problem better and tackle it.”
- “The main focus we try to do when studying in groups is to bring to light any misconceptions we have about the tasks we are meant to complete. It works best as it tests the understanding, if we ourselves are able to teach the subject to someone who is struggling.”

During Phase 2, with a shared understanding of the task at hand, groups negotiate their plans to reach their shared goal(s) and the standard by which they will evaluate the finished result. We identified several co-regulation themes that fit into this phase, including ‘group planning’ and ‘help seeking - time management’. The following quotes from students illustrate the behaviors in phase:

- “For the times I do study in groups, I try set goals and tell them to other people of what I will do each session and get people to plan out goals for each session.”
- “When learning together, I think it is important to be collaborative and plan things together.”
- “When studying with a group/peer for this course, we often set out a plan and goals for each study session and work our way through to those goals. Whether it be watching lectures or doing exercises, we work through any queries to meet the end goal.”

Of course, not everyone followed this pattern, as one student wrote: “We don’t really direct the session, everyone does what they have to do. If one has a question, he can always ask the others for a quick response and explanation.”

In Phase 3, groups work together on the task, collaboratively utilizing multiple strategies to achieve the goal. These strategies are constructed by the group itself and can include cognitive, metacognitive, socio-emotional, and motivational strategies. Not each member of the group necessarily needs to utilize every strategy employed by the group. Rather, individuals with those strengths will utilize them for the good of the group and its ultimate success. Co-regulation themes that we identified that fit this phase include ‘socially shared regulation’ and ‘motivation’. Representative quotes from students below illustrate these ideas:
• “Sometimes I have been watching lectures with friends to motivate each other and if there are times where I don’t fully understand an explanation or want to solidify my understanding, a short discussion may occur.”
• “I ensure that we stay on task and do not deviate from the matter.”
• “We try to encourage one another to keep on track and reach the finish line together.”
• “As a group we do not rely on one person to support everyone, but we all share our knowledge of this course. This is really helpful as it improves my knowledge in concepts I already understand, while at the same time understand the explanations of the parts I am confused about.”

Phase 4 is where groups make small- and large-scale adaptations to their plans, standards, and goals. This could range from a small optimization to the current learning sub-task to a large-scale pivot to an entirely different plan or goal. The co-regulation theme that illustrates this phase is ‘group learning’ and ‘socially shared regulation’. The following quotes from students illustrate this phase:

• “To find what works best for the group, everyone needs to feedback and give ideas on what they find useful for their own learning in hopes to incorporate it into the group learning.”
• “We found it useful to step away from the computer and break down the problem on paper and work out what we were actually trying to solve, usually with pseudo code.”
• “If we were stuck on a problem, we presented it to the group. It was interesting to see how others would approach the same question and I believe that that greatly improved my ability to adapt my thinking.”

The third most frequent co-regulation theme that we identified, ‘learn through teaching’, appeared in every phase. This highlights the versatility of some of our themes, which could fit into multiple phases of co-regulation within groups.

5.4 Limitations
The primary limitation of this work is that students went from in-class to entirely online very close to when the C module began. This means that group study behaviors developed during the MATLAB portion of the course would need to be altered at the least and could have been completely disrupted at the worst. As discussed above, we explored how performance in the course compared to previous iterations. We found that the data for 2021 is much more similar to pre-pandemic versions of the course than it is to the 2020 version, but no such comparisons are available for the qualitative data describing self- and co-regulation. The NLP-generated counts of metacognitive expressions we used to compare our qualitative subsample to the whole sample may be one way of at least comparing metacognition between time periods. However, the NLP method does not measure phrases related to regulating others’ cognition (e.g., third person phrases) that might be valuable additions for validating co-regulation across datasets in particular. Even given this limitation, we believe the NLP tool is the best validated approach to get a broad sense of student metacognition in written responses over a large dataset.

6 CONCLUSION
We presented a mixed-methods study examining student group study behavior through the lens of the Socially Shared Regulated Learning (SSRL) model by Hadwin et al. [24]. We now return to our research questions. In response to RQ1, How do students express their learning strategies both when working alone and when working in groups, and how do these align with existing models of self-regulation and co-regulation?, we found rich and robust descriptions of metacognition and group-oriented regulation in students who studied with peers. Furthermore, written responses by students regarding naturally occurring group studying habits in an introductory programming course aligned well with the SSRL model. We provided the first validation of the model in a programming context and the first elicitation of computing-specific co-regulation themes. We situate these contributions in the context of related work in programming education in Table 5. In response to RQ2, To what extent do written expressions of self-regulation, co-regulation, and socially shared regulation relate to student performance?, we found a slight positive correlation with increased self-regulation and performance and a slight negative correlation with increased co-regulation and performance. Despite this surprising finding, over half of the co-regulation responses that we analyzed mentioned perceived positive benefits.

This exploratory research is at the frontier of self-regulation and co-regulation in introductory programming and we have identified a number of relevant avenues for future work. First, the negative correlation we found between co-regulation and performance should be investigated. If confirmed, what implications does this have for the future of computing education, especially in the context of online learning environments? Group work is obviously an important skill to learn in computing, so can this negative correlation be mitigated or even reversed? Second, we have identified co-regulation themes that can now be leveraged by pedagogical interventions in introductory programming courses, such as group work designed to help students learn through teaching. Finally, these themes can be utilized to understand observations of group study behavior. How do groups move through Hadwin’s phases? When do they, which themes appear and in what order? Do new themes appear when watching a group study together as opposed to asking students to reflect on their group study practices? There are many more questions and avenues of future work. We invite the community to use this work as a starting point to explore how group work mechanisms and behaviors impact novice programmer metacognition and ultimately student learning.
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